1. **TIP Mentors represent the best in Nevada’s attorneys.** How many of your colleagues can call themselves “Supreme Court appointed mentors?” TIP Mentors are vetted before receiving formal appointment by the Supreme Court of Nevada.

2. **You will shape the future of ethics and professionalism among lawyers.** The one-on-one training with a mentor will offer a new attorney invaluable practical application of the law.

3. **This is your chance to tell war stories.** We know you have stories to tell about courtroom antics and office capers. Your new lawyer is a captive audience.

4. **It’s easy. We prepare the curriculum for you.** Mentors and their new attorneys follow a TIP Mentor Plan provided by the bar. Elective elements also give you a chance to do cool stuff.

5. **Earn CLE credit and pro bono hours.** Say goodbye to last minute CLEs. Mentors receive three hours of CLE for each TIP cycle and may indicate hour for hour service on their annual pro bono reporting forms.

6. **Mentor training is part of the deal.** We won’t send you out there without training. In addition to video and printed resources, TIP Standing Committee members are available as mentor coaches.

7. **Picky? You can choose who you want to mentor.** Want to mentor someone in particular? No problem – just designate that preference on your application.

8. **Great networking opportunities.** Mentors are encouraged to attend events with their new lawyers. You’ll get to meet other lawyers, members of the judiciary and representatives from the State Bar of Nevada.

9. **The “kids” might actually have something to teach you.** Enough said.

10. **If you sign up, we’ll stop bugging you.** If you’ve received direct emails, letters or calls from us, you know what we mean. It all ends with an application to serve.

---

**Apply to Become a TIP Mentor Today!**

www.nvbar.org/tip